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Sub-Poissonian photon statistics and antibunching by 
the definition based on the positive derivative of 
g<2) (t,t +,)as a function of the delay time, at ,=O 
are treated in a single-mode single-two-level-atom mo
del. It is shown, in particular, that sub-Poissonian 
behaviour may be accompanied by bunching or antibun
ching and photon-antibunching may be accompanied by 
sub-Poissonian or super-Poissonian field statistics. 
It is also shown that the photon-antibunching persists 
with increasing mean photon number of an initial chao
tic state while the sub-Poisson behaviour disappears. 
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1 Introduction .;., 

As the experimental techniques become e,;er more sophisticated, it is now 

possi~le\o i11vestigate in the laboratories new_ forms of light that" have 

never been r~alized befor:e. Three· most striking examples are squeezE:d 

light, ii.th-Poisson light and antib,unched light. Light ·with quantum fluc
7 ' ,.: ·. ' ' 

tuations. in one quadr~ture smaller than those associa:ted with -~~herent 

light is sai~ t'? be squeezed [1-3]. Light whose photon number fluctuations -

are smaller than those of the Poisson distribution is called sub-Poisson .. . 

or alternatively, photon-number-squeezed light [4-7]. A_ good measure of 

t~e extent to w·hich the photon statistics of a stateare sub-Poissonian is 

the Q-parameter. 

< (~n)2 .> .. 
Q-=----1. 

<n> ( 1) 

introduced by Mandel [8] .. The more negative Q is, the more sub

Poissonian are the field statistics. Another important characteristic of 

the field statistics is the qua~tum degree of second-order coherence. It is . 

obtained by ev~luating ,the tr.ansition rate for a joint absorption of pho-

. tons at the two space-time points [9]. For a si11gle-mode radiation field, 

if purely t~mporal correlati?ns are of inter~st, the relev~nt correlation 

function in the normalized 'form is 

. (2) . < a+(t)a+(t + r)a(t +'r)a(t) > 
g (t,t+r)= () ) . · , . _ < a+(t)a t >;< a+(_t+ r)a(t + T > ._ (2) 

The coincidence rate g<2>(t, t + r) ~lays the cc~trai role in the definition 
I ' . 

of photon-~ntibunching Two definitions ai·e commonly used in the 
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literature (6,7]: the v~lue of g(2>(t, t + r) at r = 0 is less than· unity or 

.the d~rivative of 9(2>(t, t + r) as a function of the delay timer at r = 0 

is positive. If under antibunching one means the tendency of photons to 

distribute themselves s~parately rather than in bunches so that when a 

light beam falls on a· photo-detector more photon pairs are detected dose. 

to each other than apart, one must use the latter definition (10]. 

In· this paper, ·we study the sub-Poissonian photon statistics and ail

'tiblinching in the Jaynes-Cµmmings model (JCM) of a single two-level 

atom coupled to a single mode of the cavity radiation field (11]. We un

derstand antibunching by the definition based on the positive derivative 

of g<2>(t, t+r) as a function of Tat T = 0. It is shown that sub-Poissonian 

photon statistics is not associated with photon-a~tibunchfng : when' the 

- cavity field exhibits sub-Poissonian photon statistics, the photons can 

be either bunched or antibunched and oppositely, photon-antibunching 

can be accompanied by super- or sub-Poissonian field statistics. Exam

ining the influence of initial atomic conditions on the evolution of Q and 

[g<2>(t,t+r)]~IT=O, we find that at exact resonance, when the ata"in is 

injected into the cavity in its ground state, an initially coherent field 

first becomes sub-Poisson. ·However, ~t later times, the super-Poisson 
' , ~ ' 

behaviour dominates. By contrast with this, when the atom is injected 

into the cavity in the excited state, an initially coherent field first ex-
. . . 

hibits super-Poisson behaviour, but for longer times it turns up to be 

,. .... ~-"·----...-----~-.:.;» 
~. i\;i \l ~~:~ tt ~~:itH:t.lfl ~HCi'K rvfl 
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sub.:Poisson r~ther• than super~Poisson'. ·. Thus;· the ground·•state atohi 

'case proves to be more effective in producing sub-Poisson light ii1 the 

short~time region but is inferior to the.exdted atom case at latei· times; 

We also find that'right- after turning' the interaction on, the excited: atom 

case shows antibunching while;the grcmnd state atom case does·not: F~r~ 
ther; we cotµparethe time behaviour of Q arid [g(2)(t, t +r)J~l~;0 for the 

~eld·. ,being, initially irt, coherent and chaotic st_ate·s. It is founclthat for 

both these'.initial "field states photon-antibuhching. occurs. Fina:lly; the 

effects-'of( cavity. ae,tuning on statistical properties·. of the· radiaticm • field 

are.·discu'ssed." ,. '.; , 

. ' . ,.,,. )- : . ~: ~ . ·,; ~ 

2: Basic ~quations : . 

We consider: a·systemior.a•single two-level atoth interacting with•a single

µiode of the cavity i,~dijitiowfield .. The model· Hamiltoniah in the electri~ 

dipole' and; rotating; wh.ve, approximations is given by ( li: =' -1 )·· •· 

· H ·=;c~oR~ ➔\~~+a•+·~'.(~·+·~+ Ii:_a+\ •' ·\3) 
~-•,:;~ •,it·•,· ~., 

where.the openitors Rz and R± describe the atom wit.h the. transition 
,i~~ ... :,· :,,· ,\._ :, ~.,-_; 4 _:_ >. ·~· ~· ·- ~ J ~ / ••< • •• • ~' 

· f~·<?.9µ311cy _wo while a:. and ,a,, ar~ cre!:l,tio,n. and. anµihil?-tjo.n OP.erators o{ .. :,- - . - ~ . 

r,hpt°[~I? wi~;~}r~qtJ,en~y 4;-'i fl ,!s the _atom.~~1.d ,~pu1:U.ng :coristant y,hir;h 

IIlaYJ>,~:treat,ed as ~eal and po~itive wi_thout.any ,lo~s,o,(~~J}frality..: 

. Let us denote. by le > and .Jg > the excite_d and groµnp: states of thf . ' \.- . - - . . . ~ ' '" . '. ~' ' ' ~ . . " - .• . ' . ,,. ..;. ,-, . ' ' ;_ . . ' ·. 

two-level atom and In > the field in the Fock state with n photons. We 
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assume that the atom and the field are initially decoupled and the cavity-:-

field is in an arbitra.ry state PF = ~n n' Pn n•ln >< n'I, then the initial 
' . 

density matrix is 

p·(o) = LPn,n•ln;e >< n';el 
I • ' 

n,n 

for the initially excited atom. and 
! ; 

p(O) = LPn,n•ln;g >< n,';91. 
,",,, 

n,n 

· (4.a) 

( 4.b) 

for the initially unexcited atom. I3y solving the corres-ponding equations' 

of motion one finds 

e-iHtln; e > An,e(t)ln; e > +Bn,e(t)ln+ l;g _>, 

e-iHtln + l; 9. > = A11+1,9 (t)ln + 1; g > +B11+1,9 (t)l1i; e >, (5) 

where 

An,e(t) = exp [-iw (n + ~}t] (cos J,.t - i 
2
~n sin fnt), 

An+1 ,9 (t) = exp [-iw ( n + ~) t] (cosfnt + i 2~n sinfnt) ·, 

(
iwot) · · - -

A0 ,y{t) = exp 
2 

, B0,y{t) = 0, (6) 

B () B ( ). [ . ·(· J)· ] ( -9~ . f )' n,e t = n+l,g f = exp -Z.W n + Z f -1. . fn S!Il· nf . 

with J 11 being the generalized Rabi freq'uency 

fn = Jg 2 (n + l) + b.2 /4, (7) 
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and ~ being the detuning parameter 

~=WQ-w. (8) 

The quantities we are interested in arc Mandel's Q-parameter (1) which 

can be rewritten as 

Q ~ < a+(t)a+(t)a(t)a(t) > - < a+(t)a(t) >2 ·, 

. < a+(t)a(t) > ' 

and the derivative of gC2>(t, t + r) as a function of T at r = 0 

[g!2>(t, t +r))~l-r=O = 

{ [< a+(t)a+(t + r)a(t + r)a(t) >t lr=O < a+(t)a(t) > 

- < a+(t)a+(t)a(t)a(t) > [< a+(t + r)a(t + r) >t l-r=O} 

x < a+(t)a(t) > - 3 
• 

Making use of (5) and (6) one gets 

+ . - ~ g2(n + 1) . 2 . 
< a (t)a(t) >= n + LPn f 2 sm f'!t, 

n=O n 

(9) 

(10) 

_ ~ 2g2 ( n + l )n . 
< a+(t)a+(t)a(t)a(t) >= n2 - n + LPn f,2 sm2 fnt, 

n=O n 

, oo 92 ( n + l) . . 
[< a+(t + r)a(t + r} >1-r l~=O = LPn fn sm 2fnt, 

n=O 
{11.a) 

. , ~ g2(n+I)n. 
[< a+(t)a+(t + r)a(t + r)a(t) >t l-r=O = ~Pn fn sm2fnt 

for the initial condition (4.a) and 
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. <Xi 2 _.· . 

<a+(t)a(t) >= fr - ~Pn 1~~
1 

sin~fn-1t, 

·. - · ~ 2g2n(n·- 1) . 2 · 
< a+(t)a+(t)a(t)a(t) >= n2 - n - LPn f 2~ sm fn-it, 

. n=O ~ l : . 

' oo g2n 
[< a+(t + r)a(t + ;) >t l-r=O = - LPn-f sin2fn-1t, 

n=O n-1 
(11.b). 

, ~ g2n(n -1) 
[< a+(t)a+(t + r)a(t + r)a(t) >t l-r=O = - LPn f . sin2fn:...1t 

0 n-1 n= 

for the initial condition ( 4.b ). Here for brevity we have used the nota

tion Pn instead of Pnn• By substituting expressions (11) into Eqs.(9) and 

(10) one easily obtain"s e).plicit results for Mandel's Q-parameter and the 

derivative [g<2>(t;'t + r)]~ at T = 0. Recall that the value Q ·~ 0 corre~ 

sponds to the Poisson distribution with its varian~e exactly equal to the 

mean. Light for which Q > 0 ( < 0) has fluctuations larger (smaller) than 

those ·of the Poisson and is said to exhibit super-(sub- )Poisson behaviour. 

Q has a lower bound of -1 corresponding to a pure number stat~. The 

photon bunching and antibunching are defined by the behaviour of the 

normalized coincidence rate g<2>( t, t + r) in the vicinity of T = 0. If 

g(2l(t,t + r) falls with increasing T from r = 0 (negative derivative), the 

light is said to be bunched. If g<2>(t, t + r) rises as T increases from T = 0 

(positive derivative), the ·light is said to be antibunched. 

3 Effects of initial conditions 

In this section we consider the evolution of the Q-parameter and the 
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derivative [gC2>(t, t + T )]; at ·r = 0 for the cavity field initially prepared 

· in the c~herent arid chaotic states. Cases of the initially excited and 

unexcited atom are compared for the initial coherent field. We si1pposc 

for the time being that the atom-field interaction takes place at exact 

resonance D. ·= 0. 

A coherent state field . 

The coherent state field has a Poisson photon number distribution 

-n , n 
p:,.. = exp(-ri.)-

1 . n. 
( 12) 

with < (D.n)2 >= .n and Q = 0. After inserting this weight function 

into Eqs~(ll ), direct numerical calculations can be perfor~ed for not too 

lci:rge n. The results for the atom being initially iii the ground state are 

shown in· Figs.I where we have plotted the Q-parameter (solid curves) 

and the derivative [g<2>( t, t + T )]~ at r· = 0 ( dashed curves) against the di

mensionless time gt for two values of the mean n = l (Fig.Ia) arid ii= 10 

(Fig.lb) .. As the interaction is switched on, the curves representing Q go• 

down indicating that the field statistics become sub-Poissonian .<After·_' 

some times, these curves go up and Q reaches positive values, which inea'n ' 

super-Poissonian photon statistics. In general, Q oscillates near the ini-· · 

tial zero in the course of time and the field statistics changes correspond

ingly between being the sub-Poissonian and super-Poissonian. However, 

".L8 can be seen from the figures, the interacting field spends more its tir11e · 

H 
/ 

✓ 
..:4 

•"'11, 

_.'i 

in the state with supcr-Poissonian photon statistics. When the field in

tensity iµcreases, the magnitude of the oscillations of Q decreases. This 

supports the conclusion of Hillery [12] that the larger the amplitude of 

the initial coherent state, the less sub-Poissonian ( or super-Poissonian) 

the photon statistics can become. 

As soon as t > 0, the value of [9C2l(t,t + r)];lr=O, which is initially 

equal to zero, decreases, i.e.· the cavity field exhibits photon bunching. 

As time goes on, [9C2>(t,t + r)];lr=o starts oscillating around zero and 

the cavity field undergoes a regime of bunching-antibunching oscillatmy 

transition. The field can be sub-Poisson or super-Poisson when the pho

tons exhibit antibunching and alternatively, the photons can be bunched 

or antibunched when the cavity field shows sub-Poissonian photon statis

tics. From the figures one can also see that while the interacting field 

spends more its time in the state with super-Poissonian statistics, it does 
i 

not show such overall time preference with respect to photon-bunching 

or antibunching. 

The results for the initially excited atom are presented in Figs.2., Just 

· after the interaction begins, Q increases which amounts to that the cavity 

field becomes super-Poisson. Thus in the short time_ region, an unexcited 

atom is more effective in producing a field with_ sub-Poisson statistics 

than an excited atom. At later times, however, there is a reversal of roles: 

in the case of the excited at.om, the maximal extent to which tl_1e qwity 

(t 



field may become sub-Poisson is deeper,· and the time in which the cavity 

field is found to be sub-Poisson is· longer than those in the case of the 

unexcited atom. The quantity [9( 2>(t, t + r)]~lr=O for the initially excited 

atom also alternates between positive and negative values in a fashion 

similar to that for the initially unexcited atom. Significant discrepancy 

appears near t = 0: the excited atom case shows antibunching while the 

unexcited atom case shows photon bunching. 

When the field intensity gets stronger, collapses and revivals [13] are 

observed in the time behaviour of Q and [gl 2>(t, t + r)]~lr~o . Taking into 

account the assumption that n->> 1, the quasi 0stea<ly value of Q which 

is reached in the time regions between collapse and revival can be found 

·to be 

3 
Q ~·-quasi-steady 4n 

for the initial atomic state Ii >= 19 > and 

1 
Q quasi-steady ~ - 4n 

for the initial atomic ~tate Ii >= I~ >. In these time regi~ns,: [gl2 l(t~ t + r )flT=O 

oscillates around zero with amplitude smaller than that in times_ of col-· 

'lapses and revi~als which means a lesspronc,unced character of the bunch-
'!. J, 

ing and antibunching effects. It is understandable since in the quasi-

steady regime the ·a~e~age photon number almost 1:emai~s unchanged. 

A chaotic state field 

A chaotic state field has a diagonal field density matrix with 

HJ 

I 

? :II 

i 
j 

~ 
. 

' 

nn 
Pn = ( n + 1 )n+l ' _(1_3) · 

< (~n)2 >= ii.(n + 1) and Mandel's Q-parameter Q = n. Since Q > ·o, 

the chaotic state is super-Poisson and is more and more so as its photon 

number increases. It i=> natural then to expect that a chaotic field may 

become sub-Poisson owing to the interaction with the two-level atonLat 
. . 

very low photon number only, and that is the case [12]. In figures 3, where 

we have plotted Q and [y{2~(t,·t + r)]~lr=O as functions of the dimension-' 

less time gt for the cavity field being initially in the chaotic state and the 

atom in the excited state, one sees that for n = 1 (Fig.3a)suh~Poissim 

statistics still o-:curs but for n = 3 (Fig,3b) it does not. The next pcint 

one can notice froin figures 3 is that while the sub-Poisson behaviour 

disappears with increasing the mean photon number, [y(2>(t, t +i)]~lr=O 

stays to alternate between positive and negative values implyiug. that 

the cavity field displays oscillatory transition between ~ntibunching and 

bunching. The fact that photon-antibunching persists despite the broad~ 

ening of the photon number distribution is not surprising hecause .. in 

defining antibunching according to the positive derivative at r_ = 0, it is 

important fot us to know how the coincidence rate·gC2>(t, t -t: r) changes 

in the vicinity of T = 0 but notthe value of 9<2>(t, t+r) at T = 0 by itself. 

Clearly, the changes of 9C2>(t, t + r) as a function-of T a;e determined by 

the atom which absorbs and emits photons rather than by the width of 
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the photon distribution. Of course, the photon distribution also exercises 

-its influence on the time behaviour of [y(2>(t, t + r )]~lr=O . For example, 

one can find from the comparison of Figs.2 and Figs.3 (both have been 

made for the initially excited atom) that after switching the interaction 

on, the chaotic state field gets bunched instead of antibunched as in the 

case of the initially coherent state. 

4 Effects of cavity detuning 

As is said above,. when the atom is sent into the cavity in its excited 

state and the exact resonance condition.is met, an initially coherent field 

becomes sub-Poisson in the large part of the evolution time. However, it 

i~ not always the case if the detu~ing parameter given, in (8) has a non

vanishing value. Indeed, from Fig.4 where the dependence of Q on the 

detuning pa~ameter, is graphically illustrated for the cavity field being ini

tiaHy in the coherentstate and the atom in the excited state, one observes 

that when the increasing :.6. exc~ds a certain value, the super~Poisspn 

' 
behayiour becomes to predominate over the su~-Poisson behaviour.· At 

far-off-resonance, th~ field is effectively decoupled from the atom and in 

con.sequence of that, the initial value of Q. almost remains umdfected. 

The case of the. initially. unexc:ited .atom is presented in Fig.5. In. this 

case it is likely that the super-:Poisson behaviour dominates for all values 

of :.6.. 
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Figure 1 

Evolution of Q (solid curves) and [g<2>(t, t + r )]~lr=O measured in units 

of the coupling constant g ( dashed curves) for the initially coherent state 

field and initially unexcited atom. Exact resonance is assumed. The 

lll<'illl photoll Ull!llbt•r is:. (a) ii .:::.: I, ( h) II ::;: l n. 
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Evolution of Q for various values of the cavity detuning. The field is 

initially in the coherent state with ii = 10 and the atom is in the excited 

state. The curves shown are for: A. I::,,, = 0[Q], B. I::,,, = 3g[Q + 0.1], C. 

I::,,,= 5g[Q + 0.2], D. 1::,,, = 50g[Q + 0.3]. 
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The same as in Fig.4 but for the initially unexcited atom. The curves· 

shown are for: 

A. I::,,,= 0[Q], B. I::,,,= 3g[Q+0.2], C. I::,,,= 5g[Q+0.4], D:•:6. == 50g[Q+0.6]. 
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We have also calculated numerically the tim<' cvolut ion of (9(2).( t, t + i)]~lr=O 

for different vah1es of the detuning parari1eter; 'The -results sho,v .that · 

nonzero values of I::,,, lead 'to_ changes of the Rabi-type oscillations. Ill. 

a way similar to that" for t-he atomic inversion [13] 'but do not shift·. 

[g(2>(t,t + r)]~lr=O from oscillations around zero. This. means t'hat· the. 

deviation of 1::,,, from 0 docs not cause the ca,iib,·_ field t~ exfiibit::~6~e·· --

bunching ·or antibui1'.ching iri the cohrse 'of time· .. ,, 

5 -Conclusions.· 

We have investigated the appearance of the su b-Poissonian photbri 'sta\)s

tics and photon-antibunching in the JCM under different initial tondi-· 

tions. The property Q < 0 has been used to defii1e sub-Poisson ·sfatistic;s: . 

and the prnpert;, [gt2>( t, t + r)]~lr=O ·>·: 0 has been used tb defi~e: a~1fr..'

bunching . In partki.tlar, ,ve have discovered that the photon antibun_ch., 

ing, which is a non-classical effect, occurs even 'wh~n the cavity. fi~ld is 

prepared initially in a chaotic state with large mean photon number :'This· : 

is worth noting in view of the fact that in the J CM driven by a 'chaotic , 

kj, state, the sub-Poissort·behaviour occurs at a ve1:y low photon m:1mher . 

only and the squeezing does not occur at all [1'1]. 
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